
ALL-DAY COMFORT
Our O Matter™ frames are 

engineered for total comfort
ZERO PRESSURE POINTS
Our Three-Point-Fit eliminates any 
unbalanced pressure points

NON-SLIP
Our Unobtainium® nose pads and earsocks 
keep frames in place during activity and 
sports participation

The contemporary styling has a sporty edge that looks great with clear or 
prescription sun lenses. CROSSLINK™ can take you from the office or campus 
to the links, tennis court, hiking trail and beyond. The interchangeable temple 
design, and a second set of stems with each frame, allow for originality in 
seconds. One frame. Endless possibility. 
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ONE FRAME, ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

UNIQUE
Interchangeable temple design 
allows for a personal look

OPTIMIZED FIELD OF VIEW
For high minus via 6 base frame curvature

A GREAT FIT
Wire core O Matter™ temple allows for  

easy adjustments for every patient

THE CHALLENGE 
To find the Optimal Rx frame for a patient who is 
searching for a frame they are able to wear everyday; 
to work or school, but can also be worn when doing 
something active.

THE SOLUTION 
Oakley Crosslink™ collection: an ophthalmic frame 
collection with a true crossover design that com-
bines a sleek and modern look with Oakley sport 
performance features.



An everyday ophthalmic frame 
collection that combines a sleek  
and modern look with unique Oakley 
sports performance features.

Oakley sport-inspired design

Three-Point-Fit

No slip nose pad and ear socks

Additional set of stems with every frame

Optimized field of view for high minus 
via 6 base frame curvature

FEATURES

EYE BRIDGE TEMPLE

53 17 140
A B ED
53 30.5 55.2

SINGLE VISION PROGRESSIVE

+2.00 to -5.00 +2.00 to -4.00

FRAME MEASUREMENTS

POWER RANGE
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BOB BURNQUIST | PRO SKATEBOARDER

OAKLEY TRUE DIGITAL™

PRESCRIPTION FOR 
VERSATILITY
INTRODUCING THE CROSSLINK™ COLLECTION
Let your customers work hard and play harder in the most 
versatile Rx eyewear ever made.


